ultrasonic diffuser

Infuse your air with the vitality
and well-being of nature
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benefits of diffusing
Diffusing is an easy, heat-free way to enjoy Saje’s 100%
natural diffuser blends.
This ultrasonic technology, combined with water and a
diffuser blend, produces negative ions and aromas that
elevate your well-being.
When used with your favorite Saje diffuser blend,
the ultrasonic diffuser's refreshing cool mist brings
nature's goodness into your space, supporting balance
and harmony.
Transform your surroundings with revitalizing air that's
reminiscent of fresh mist off a waterfall. Add the Saje
diffuser blend of your choice and enjoy fresh, inviting
aromas any time.
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recommended saje diffuser blends:
soothing & relaxing diffuser blends:
• Unwind | Tranquility | Stress Release
refreshing diffuser blends:
• Refresh | Exhale | Rain Forest
tranquil diffuser blends:

• Spa Spirit | Mountain High | After the Rain
revitalizing and energizing diffuser blends:
• Brainstorm | Energy

use only saje diffuser blends; using other oils may result
in malfunction.
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product features
• Uses an ultrasonic, heat-free system to disperse essential
oil molecules into the air.
• May also be used as a humidifier.
• Digitally programmed to stop automatically.
• Energy efficient, whisper-quiet operation and auto
shut-off.
• Deluxe size water tank for longer mist output.
• High/low mist option.
• Operates with three timer settings.
• Optional rotating color light band.
• Decorative ceramic cover.
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specifications
Product Name

aromaOm Deluxe

Input Voltage

AC100-240V

Output Voltage

DC24V

Rating Power

12W max.

Water Tank Capacity 15 fl. oz. (450 ml)
Misting Duration

approx. 11 hours on high;
approx. 22 hours on low

Mist Output

approx. 8 tsp (40 ml) per hour on high;
approx. 4 tsp (20 ml) per hour on low

Settings

light on/off control; mist output high/low
control; timer 1hr/3hr/6hr

Light Options

LED light can be rotating color, set to a
fixed color or off during any setting

Coverage Area

approx. 300-500 sq ft

Dimensions

approx. (D) 6.5” x (H) 6” or
(D) 170 mm x (H) 160 mm

Net Weight

approx. 31.8 oz (930 g)

Main Materials

outer cover: ceramic; base: ABS; water tank:
PP; O
 -ring: silicone
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diagram of parts
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operating instructions

1. Connect power adapter to DC
power jack on bottom of unit.

2. Remove the ceramic cover from
the base, then remove the water
tank cover from the water tank.

do not exceed
max. water line

3. Fill water tank with room
temperature tap water to no
higher than max. water level
line (15 fl. oz./450 ml).

4. Add 10-15 drops (depending on
preference) of your favorite
Saje diffuser blend to the water.
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1HR

3HR

6HR

ON

7. Press the power/timer button and select
desired settings.

light button: Light controls LED light colors
and light on/off. Press button once to turn on rotating LED lights; press button again to fix light on
current color. Press button again to turn off light.

5. Replace the water tank
cover and then the
ceramic cover; ensure
that the ceramic cover
is pressed down over
the silicone o-ring.

6. Plug power adapter
into electrical outlet.

power/timer button: Button controls mist
on (continuous)/off and sets timer settings
between 1hr/3hr/6hr.

mist setting button: Button controls mist
output level between low and high; the default
output is high every time device is plugged in
and turned on. Press button once, the output
changes to low; press button again, the output
changes to high; this cycle can be repeated
until device is turned off.

8. Unit will shut off automatically after 11 hours
(high) and 22 hours (low) or according to chosen
timer setting. Note that the water level remaining in the tank after auto shut- off will vary. For
next use, fill up water level to the max. water
level line with new water supply.
9. Use only Saje diffuser blends; using other oils
may result in malfunction.

please note: run times and amount of water left in the tank after auto
shut-off will vary due to climate, environment and other factors.

care & maintenance
• If the unit is knocked over while in operation, water could
leak into the internal mechanism of the unit; if this occurs, unplug from power, empty water and let unit dry
out in well-ventilated area for at least 3 days.
• Turn off unit and unplug from the power adapter prior
to cleaning.
• Remove cover and empty water from the water tank,
carefully avoiding the air outlet side.
• If required, use a clean, soft, damp cloth to wipe down
exterior of unit.
• Frequency of necessary cleaning is dependent upon usage and types of diffuser blends used (ie. how thick the
essential oils are in the diffuser blend).
• To clean inside water tank, dispense a few drops of rubbing alcohol into tank and wipe with a clean, soft cloth.
• To clean ceramic disc at bottom of water tank, dispense
a few drops of rubbing alcohol onto a clean cotton swab
and wipe clean.
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• The ceramic disc should be kept clean of mineral deposits and other debris for optimal misting. NEVER use any
sharp objects to clean the ceramic disc as this will damage
the disc permanently.
• For optimum results, clean the water tank before changing
diffuser blends.
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cautions
• Only use the power adapter supplied with the device.
• Never operate the device if the power adapter is damaged.
• Do not use if any part of the device is broken.
• To reduce the riskof electric shock, do not attempt to service the device in any way other than as described in the
“Care & Maintenance” section of this manual.
• Do not disassemble or attempt to repair unit; in the event
of a problem, please contact 1-877-ASK-SAJE.
• When moving the device, hold securely by the base.
• Do not touch the highly sensitive ceramic disc with bare
fingers.
• Always place the unit on a stable, level surface.
• Do not fill water tank directly from tap as water could spill
into the internal mechanism and cause damage.
• Do not plug the unit into the wall socket with wet hands.
• To prevent damage to the ceramic disc, only use tap
water at room temperature.
• Do not pour water or other liquid into the air outlet.
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• Do not tilt, move or attempt to empty or refill unit while
in operation.
• To prevent clogging and damage to the ceramic disc,
always use clean water.
• Remove any liquid left in the water tank after each use.
• Always turn off and unplug the device during maintenance or when not in use.
• Ensure that the power adapter is not covered or blocked
when plugged in; it must be able to dissipate the heat
properly.
• Use only Saje diffuser blends; other oils may contain
fragrances, base oils or synthetics that could result in
malfunction. Some single note essential oils are also
too thick or heavy for use in the ultrasonic diffuser. See
FAQs for more information.
• In case of smoke, unusual aroma, undue noise, or other
malfunction, unplug the unit immediately and discontinue use. Further use may result in fire or electrical shock.
• Do not overfill or immerse the unit in water.
• Always keep unit out of reach of small children and pets.
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faqs
Q: what if my unit does not turn on?
Power adapter may not be properly plugged in; ensure that
the power adapter is properly plugged into the DC power
jack and the electrical source.
Q: what if my unit does not mist or there is almost no mist?
There may not be enough water in the water tank; ensure
that the water tank is filled to the maximum water level
line.
The water level may be too high (higher than the maximum
water level line); pour out excess water and try again.
The ceramic disc may require cleaning. Please see “Care &
Maintenance” instructions.
Q: what type of water should go into my ultrasonic diffuser?
To prevent damage to the unit, it’s recommended to use
room temperature tap water. To prevent clogging and
damage to the ceramic disc, always use clean water.
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Q: what can i put in my ultrasonic diffuser?
Use only 100% natural Saje diffuser blends; other blends
and oils may contain fragrances, base oils or synthetics that
could result in malfunction.
Many single note essential oils should not be used in the
ultrasonic diffuser. Single note essential oils may have
a thick or heavy consistency that can clog the ultrasonic
diffuser and cause it to stop working.
Saje diffuser blends have been carefully blended to be
effective for you, and safe and easy to use in your ultrasonic
diffuser.
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